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ABSTRACT

Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are taking on more industry missions due to
their ability to travel to remote environments, present low-risk to human operators, and operate
continuously with low-power consumption. These vehicles require low-volume, integrated,
robust sensory systems that can sense the surrounding flow field and detect underwater objects.
Murky and cluttered environments present significant resolution challenges to traditional sonar
and optical sensing methods, whose high energy consumption, bulkiness, and active sensing
methods are ill-suited for the design and mission requirements of AUVs. Fish possess lateral line
sensory systems that allow them to navigate environments, avoid obstacles, and detect prey and
predators through an array of surface and sub-surface sensors that perceive fluid motion and
pressure gradients. In this experiment, a functional array of pressure sensors was used to extract
information from the fluid flow. Information encoded in the unique unsteady wake patterns
produced by traversing objects produced a time-dependent pressure distribution acting on the
surface of the array. Sequential data from the sensor excitation profiles, derived from these wake
disturbances, were inputted into a Long Short Term Memory Recurrent Neural Network capable
of learning long-term dependencies in sequential non-linear patterns. The network was then
trained to classify an underwater stimulus of unknown geometry. The results indicate that the
classification scheme of the LSTM is successful in converting the information encoded in the
stimulus wake into a prediction of the stimulus geometry. Sizing the hidden layer around 10 units
is shown to result in a high classification accuracy. To verify the classification scheme, a set of
test data will need to be created to verify the results.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Mission and Operational Requirements of AUVs
The first remotely operated underwater vehicle was the cable-controlled underwater
recovery vehicle (CURV) built in the early 1960s by the Naval Undersea Research and
Development Center to recover test torpedoes [1]. In 1966, the manned submersible Alvin was
able to locate but failed to recover a lost hydrogen bomb in the Mediterranean sea. The tethered
CURV I was successfully able to safely retrieve the bomb from 2,850 feet [2]. The CURV I thus
demonstrated the potential for underwater unmanned vehicles (UUVs) to replace manned
vehicles and submersibles in a variety of underwater applications.
Today underwater unmanned vehicles are used to conduct hydrographic surveys, monitor
pollution, inspect underwater structures, perform mine sweeps, conduct tactical surveillance, and
locate oil and gas deposits among many other potential applications [3], [4]. These robots are
preferable to manned vehicles because they perform tasks with extreme precision, operate at
reduced costs, eliminate risk to human operators, and travel to environments unreachable by ship
[2].
From early research driven prototypes built for singular applications, UUVs have
developed into commercial products that can perform multiple tasks with relative autonomy [5].
UUVs can classified as either remotely operated underwater vehicles (ROVs) or autonomous
underwater vehicles (AUVs). ROVs are operated by a ship-based operator via a tether that
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provides power and communication. Tethers require management systems that increase the cost
and complexity, and are often at risk of damage during operation [1]. AUVs travel freely under
its own power without human operator input [5]. AUVs are able to operate faster than ROVs due
to their autonomy and ability to sense their environment and make navigation decisions based on
the given data [5]. Compared to ROVs, AUVs consume less power and are capable of longer
periods of continuous operation [5]. Additionally, AUVs can achieve closer inspections of
desired targets and can operate in remote environments (i.e., underneath the polar icecaps) [5].
One of the most important sensing systems on the AUV is a flow sensing system that can
be used for obstacle detection and avoidance. Developing autonomous reactions to
environmental stimuli could reduce the risk of damage to the vehicle while enabling object
classification, tracking, and optimization of navigation trajectory [1], [4], [7]. Traditional
detection systems using sonar and optical sensing methods have significant disadvantages in
dingy, cluttered, and murky environments such as those in shallow water and coastal areas [4].
Optical camera clarity is limited to a few feet or less in murky environments, leaving them best
served for above surface surveillance [4]. Active sonar systems are expensive, bulky, require
high power consumption, and have low detection resolution particularly in murky and shallow
water environments [7], [8]. Stealth related military operations are unviable with active sensing
systems due to the possibility of detecting and locating the sensor source [8]. In addition, an
active sonar system can cause tissue damage in sea life when operated at high amplitudes [9]. A
passive sonar system collects signals with a signal to noise ratio greater than a preset threshold
and extracts features of main targets. This process is complicated by ambient noise, acoustic
radiated noise, reverberation, and scattering phenomenon [10]. Classification of passive sonar
signals is a widely studied research problem; however, variation in noise level and transmission
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loss between environments suggests a trial and error approach is necessary for detection with a
high degree of accuracy [8], [10].
Proper AUV designs calls for low-volume, integrated, robust, low-power, and low-cost
sensory packages that meet the requirements of the vehicle’s mission [1]. Biologically inspired
sensory systems present potential solutions to the design challenges of underwater vehicles.
Fish possess lateral line sensory systems that allow them to perceive fluid motion and pressure
gradients [11]. This ability has been described as “touch at a distance” due to the fish perceiving
objects through fluid disturbances rather than direct contact [11]. A stimulus traversing through a
fluid medium will generate a unique wake whose turbulent flow and unsteady vortex patterns
contains information about the objects’ geometry and movement [12]. The information from the
time-dependent flow and pressure distribution acting on the surface of the fish are measured by
an array of sensors that influence decision-making [11]. A number of different observed
behaviors including schooling, prey detection, mating, and rheotaxis are possible due to sensory
inputs from the lateral line [11]. The Mexican blind cavefish actively uses the hydrodynamic
disturbances created by its own motion to determine its distance from stationary objects and
navigate in three dimensions at high speeds [13]. Fish also passively sense the presence of
stationary and moving objects by detecting the current or distortions in ambient current
generated by these sources [11].

1.2 Lateral Line Sensory System
The lateral line functions as an array whose individual sensing elements, neuromasts,
respond to the relative motion between the fish and its surroundings [11]. Up to several thousand
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neuromasts, the main sensory organ of the lateral line, are distributed in lines throughout the
surface of the head and body. Neuromasts consist of 50-1000 cilia (hair cells) that are bundled
inside a gelatinous cupula, which forms the mechanical connection between the cilia and the
fluid [11]. Fluid moving past the cupula generates a frictional force resulting in the deflection of
the cupula and in turn deflection of the cilia, which results in neuron-spiking at the base of the
hair cells [7], [13]. Most fishes have two lateral line sub-modalities: surface-based superficial
neuromasts that respond to fluid flow across the skin and sub-surface based canal neuromasts
located in fluid filled canals [14]. The superficial neuromasts respond proportionally to flow
velocity while canal neuromasts respond to the fluid displacement across canal pores related to
surface pressure gradients [11].
Lateral line systems present a potential improvement to optical and sonar sensory systems
and could represent a low-cost, low-power, robust solution to object tracking and detection.
Indeed, there is evidence that fish determine current direction by using superficial neuromasts as
a connected array to integrate directional information and remove outlier perturbations [11].
Autonomous underwater vehicles may be able to apply the biological principles of lateral line
sensing systems into pressure arrays that will allow the vehicle to successfully image the
surrounding environment.
Fish use hydrodynamic disturbances generated by objects in the fluid flow for near-field
sensing and lateral line sensory inputs play a key role in behavioral control. The lateral line
system composed of surface and subsurface sensory arrays uses biological filters and neural
networks to process the inputted sensory data.
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1.3 Proposed Research
In this experiment, we aim to create a bio-inspired functional array of pressure sensors to
extract information from the fluid flow. The unique unsteady wake patterns produced by objects
of different geometry, direction and speed will be converted to a time-dependent pressure
distribution acting on the surface of the array. Sensor excitation profiles, derived from wake
disturbances can be utilized for underwater detection, classification, and localization.
Experiments will be conducted in a tank of mineral oil with high viscosity such that dynamic
similarity of the Reynolds may be achieved with underwater environments. Objects will be
traversed through the sensing envelope in equal time intervals and parameters of geometry,
speed, and direction will be varied to form a training set of supervised learning data to help train
a neural network. This sequential series of pressure data will then be inputted into a Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM) Recurrent Neural Network, which is capable of learning long-term
dependencies in classification. Previous studies have struggled to process the effects of variance
inherent in unsteady flow situations, LSTM networks excel in classifying sequential non-linear
data patterns. Recurrent neural networks have shown promise in localizing a stimulus relative to
a lateral line array but have not yet been used in classification experiments. Through the outputs
of the LSTM, we hope to achieve classification of underwater objects of unknown geometry and
translating direction and speed. As a result of this classification scheme, underwater vehicles and
devices will gain near-field sensing capabilities aiding locomotion control in murky
environments that render previous hydrodynamic imaging techniques unfeasible.
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Chapter 2
Background

2.1 Pressure Sensor
The sensors used in this research are SingleTact capacitive pressure sensors produced by
Pressure Profile Systems of Los Angeles, California. Capacitors consist of two conductors, in
this case the common configuration of two flat parallel plates, and a dielectric, non-conducting
material between the plates. The capacitance value is then defined based on the geometry of the
plates and the dielectric material. This sensor has two polymide electrode plates and a silicon
dielectric. The relationship between the applied pressure and capacitance can be summarized by
the equation:
𝐹

𝐶 = 𝜀 ∗ 𝜀𝑟 ∗ 𝐴/(𝑑 − 𝑘 )

(1)

where C is the capacitance of the sensor, 𝜀 is the permittivity of free space, 𝜀𝑟 is the relative
permittivity describing the dielectric material, A is the surface area of the plates, 𝑑 is the nominal
separation between the plates with no applied force, F is the applied force and k is the spring
constant. The equation shows that assuming a constant surface area and dielectric constant, an
applied force will decrease the separation between the electrodes and increase the capacitance.
Capacitive sensors have advantages over resistive sensors in that the electrodes never touch,
which allows them to achieve more cycles, measure lower magnitudes of pressures, and achieve
a greater level of accuracy [15].
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2.2 Supervised Learning
Machine learning is the process of using a computer system to develop unprogrammed
intuitions about a data set through observed regularities. This research will rely on a method of
machine learning called supervised learning in which a training set of inputs and outputs are used
to create a mathematical model to map new inputs to a predictive output. The algorithm can then
make modifications to minimize the error between the predictive and actual output. Handwriting
recognition is an example of supervised learning, in which training data consists of input vectors
of pixel images of digits 0-9 and target vectors labeled for the written digit. The supervised
learning algorithm then derives a function that takes the input vector and generates a predicative
output vector that determines the written digit [16].

2.3 Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks (ANN) were first developed as mathematical models that
approximated the way the brain processes information [17]. The structure consists of layers of
nodes designed for computation
representing neurons and
weighted connections
representing synapses that
define the relative importance of
neuron connections [17]. The
Figure 1. Multilayer Perceptron
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most basic neural network is a feedforward neural network, in which information is processed
from input to output without feedback cycles; the multilayer perceptron is the most used network
of this form [17]. Shown in Figure 1, the multilayer perceptron consists of an input layer, any
number of hidden layers, and an output layer. In a multilayer perceptron, input patterns are fed
through layer by layer to the output. The value of each node in layer 2 is a weighted sum of the
(2)

input layer described by the equation: 𝑧𝑗

(1)
(1)
(2)
= ∑𝐷
is the weighted
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖𝑗 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏𝑗𝑜 (2), where 𝑧𝑗

input vector of the hidden layer nodes, wij is a vector of weights corresponding to the connections
(1)

from one input node to one hidden layer node, xi is the input vector, and 𝑏𝑗𝑜 is the bias
(2)

parameter for layer 1. A nonlinear activation function is then applied to give 𝑎𝑗
where h is the logistic sigmoid function 𝜎(𝑥 ) =
(2)

and 𝑎𝑗

1
1+ 𝑒 −𝑥

(2)

= ℎ(𝑧𝑗 ) (3),

(4) or the hyperbolic tangent function

is the activation vector of the hidden layer nodes. The sigmoid function in particular is
(3)

used to yield a value between 0 and 1 [18]. The output unit activation is computed as 𝑧𝑘 =
(2) (2)
(2)
(3)
∑𝑀
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑘𝑗 𝑎𝑗 + 𝑏𝑘𝑜 (5), where 𝑧𝑘 is the weighted input vector of the output layer, wkj is a the

vector of weights corresponding to the connections from one hidden layer node to one output
(2)

(2)

layer node, 𝑎𝑗 is a vector of activation values of the hidden layer nodes, and 𝑏𝑘𝑜 is the bias
parameter for layer 2. The same nonlinear activation function is then used to find the network
(3)

output as shown by equation 3: 𝑜𝑖 = 𝑎𝑗
node.

(2)

(3)

= ℎ(𝑧𝑗 ), where 𝑎𝑗

is the activation of the output
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Gradient Descent
In order to increase the accuracy of the neural network, the network must be trained to
minimize the difference between the predictive network output and the labelled output. The cost
function is a metric used to measure the performance of the neural network. Mean squared error
(MSE) is a commonly used cost function and is computed as 𝐶 (𝑤, 𝑏) =

1
2𝑛

∑𝑛𝑖=1( 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑜𝑖 )2 (6),

where n is the number of training examples, 𝑦𝑖 is the output of a single training example, and 𝑜𝑖
is the network output for a particular training example. The goal in supervised learning is to
determine the weights and biases needed to minimize the cost function [18]. Gradient descent is
an optimization algorithm used for finding the minimum of a function. To conceptualize gradient
descent, local gradients are computed at a randomly initialized point and small steps are
repeatedly taken in the direction of the largest negative gradient to reach a local minimum. This
𝜕𝐶

procedure is described by the following equation ∆𝑤 𝑛 = −𝛼 𝜕𝑤 (7) , where ∆𝑤 𝑛 is the nth
𝜕𝐶

weight update, 𝛼 is the learning rate, and 𝜕𝑤 is the partial derivative of the loss function with
respect to each of the network weights. The new updated parameters are described by the
equation 𝑤 𝑛 = 𝑤 𝑛−1 − −𝛼

𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑤

(8), where 𝑤 𝑛−1 is the previous weight value and 𝑤 𝑛 is the

updated value after gradient descent. The learning rate, 𝛼 ,describes the incremental steps used to
find the local minimum or size of the changes of the parameters per update. Using the above
equation, a local minimum of the cost function can be found with respect to the network weights.
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2.4 Backpropagation
The goal of the backpropagation algorithm is to compute the gradient or partial derivative of the
𝜕𝐶

cost function with respect to the individual network weights, 𝜕𝑤 that are used in gradient
descent. Intuitively, this expression shows how the cost function or accuracy of the neural
network changes due to updates of the network weights. Backpropagation requires use of the
chain rule to compute the gradient of the cost function with the following equation
𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑤𝑖𝑗

=

𝜕𝐶 𝜕𝑎𝑗 𝜕𝑧𝑗
𝜕𝑎𝑗 𝜕𝑧𝑗 𝜕𝑤𝑖𝑗

(9), where

𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑎𝑗

is the partial derivative of the cost function with respect to

𝜕𝑎𝑗

the activation value, 𝜕𝑧 is the partial derivative of the activation or node output with respect to
𝑗

the weighted input, and

𝜕𝑧𝑗
𝜕𝑤𝑖𝑗

is the partial derivative of the weighted input with respect to a

particular network weight. The derivative of

𝜕𝑧𝑗
𝜕𝑤𝑖𝑗

= 𝑎𝑗−1 (10) for any non-input node, where 𝑎𝑗−1

is the activation value of the previous layer and xi , the input vector, for any input node. The
derivative of

𝜕𝑎𝑗
𝜕𝑧𝑗

= 𝜎(𝑥)(1 − 𝜎(𝑥 ) = 𝑎𝑗 (1 − 𝑎𝑗 ) (11) is the derivative of the nonlinear

activation sigmoid function. Using the MSE cost function,

𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑎𝑗

= 𝑜𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 (11) if neuron 𝑎𝑗 is in

the output layer. If neuron 𝑎𝑗 is not in the output layer, then the partial derivative of the cost
function with respect to the activation becomes

𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑎𝑗

𝜕𝑎𝑗

(2) = ∑

(3)

𝜕𝑎𝑗

(3)

(3)

𝜕𝑧𝑗

(3)

𝜕𝑧𝑗

(2)

𝜕𝑎𝑗

(12) describing the

summation of the output error of the hidden layer as the sum of the output error of the output
layer. Alternatively, this can be expressed as 𝛿 𝐿 =

𝐿
𝜕𝐶 𝜕𝑎𝑗
𝐿
𝐿
𝜕𝑎𝑗 𝜕𝑧𝑗

𝜕𝐶

= 𝜕𝑧 𝐿 (13), where 𝛿 𝐿 is the error
𝑗

propagated over each layer and the error is summed over each layer as
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𝐿

′

𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑧𝑗

𝛿𝑗 = ∑𝑙∈𝐿 𝛿 𝑤𝑗𝑙 𝜎 (14) to give 𝜕𝑤 = 𝛿𝑗 𝜕𝑤 (15). In summary, the backpropagation algorithm
𝑖𝑗

𝑖𝑗

determines the gradient of the cost function with respect to the individual network weights, so
that gradient descent can be used to find the optimal weights to minimize the cost function.
Backpropagation computes the total output of the neural network and propagates this error
backward through implementation of the chain rule through the hidden layers to find the total
error used in the computation of the gradient.

2.5 Recurrent Neural Networks
In the artificial neural networks described above the outputs depended only on the current
inputs without influence from past states. For this reason, artificial neural networks are best used
for pattern recognition and can be used to represent any continuous function [17]. In recurrent
neural networks (RNN), the output depends on the current input and the previous saved value of
the activation [16]. RNNs are used to process temporal sequences of data such as in speech
recognition tasks. Similar to ANNs, RNNs consist of an input layer, any number of hidden
layers, and an output layer. However, in a RNN data is inputted in sequences at discrete time
intervals. In speech recognition this would correspond to each inputted word being mapped to a
predictive output of the next word based on the previous history of inputs [19]. The input vector
sequences arrive in discrete time steps at which time the activations and output are updated. The
discrete update to the activations can be thought of as a cyclic network with a feedback loop
from the previous history of mapping states. Theoretically, a deep RNN, or one with many
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hidden units can approximate any sequence-sequence mapping operation [17]. Figure 2 above
shows a RNN with one hidden unit in both the unfolded and cyclic formations.

Figure 2. Recurrent Neural Network (Left to right) a- Unfolded, b-Cyclic

The unfolded representation shown in Figure 2, is a way to visualize the update graph along the
sequence at each time step t of an input sequence x1 to xt. The cyclic representation on the right is
equivalent but only displays the current value of the input, output, and activation vectors.
The hidden node activation sequence is given by the equation
𝑎𝑡 = ℎ(𝑊𝑎𝑥 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑊𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑎 ) (16), where h is the nonlinear activation sigmoid function
given in equation 4, 𝑊𝑎𝑥 is the weight of the input to hidden node connection, 𝑥𝑡 is the input
vector at time t, 𝑊𝑎𝑎 is the weight of the connection to the hidden node from the previous time
step, 𝑎𝑡−1 is the hidden node activation for the previous time step and 𝑏𝑎 is the bias term. The
output sequence is given by the equation
𝑦𝑡 = 𝑊𝑎𝑦 𝑎𝑡 + 𝑏𝑦 (17), where 𝑊𝑎𝑦 is the weight of the connection from the hidden node to the
output node, 𝑎𝑡 is the hidden node activation, and 𝑏𝑦 is the bias term for the output node. In a
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RNN, the gradient of the cost function with respect to the individual network weights is
computed with a variation of the backpropagation algorithm called backpropagation through
time (BPTT). Due to the sequential nature of RNN outputs, the loss function in BPTT computes
the effect of the hidden node on the output layer at each time step [18]. Since the same weights
are used for each time step the rest of BPTT follows the procedure of backpropagation. Gradient
descent is then used to find the minimum of the cost function and the optimal network weights.

2.6 Long Short Term Memory
While in theory RNNs are designed such that the history of past states influences the
current output, in practice this dependence on past states is limited to only a few time steps. In
training RNNs, the back propagated gradient will exponentially shrink to zero over multiple time
steps resulting in stagnant weight values. This issue known as vanishing gradient, prevents
updates to the weight terms for far removed time steps and limits the network output to
dependence only on inputs in close temporal proximity to the current time step [20]. For this
reason, RNNs have proven to be ineffective in solving problems that require consideration of
long-term dependencies such as in language translation or financial modeling [19].
To solve this problem, the LSTM network architecture was introduced with upgraded hidden
nodes. The LSTM network as shown in Figure 3 below, takes on the same structure as the RNN
in that it can process sequential data by continuously updating its activations. However, the
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hidden layer in an LSTM is replaced by a memory block that constantly updates the values of the
memory cell to provide access to stored information over long periods of time [17].

Figure 3. LSTM Network

Similar to the activation and output values, the memory cell vector labelled, ct, carries over to the
next time step through a feedback loop. Shown in Figure 4, the full memory block contains three
gates that collectively read, write, and delete information to and from the memory cell.
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Figure 4. LSTM Memory Unit

The first gate, the Forget Gate, removes unnecessary information from the memory cell
and its gate vector is given by the equation 𝑓𝑡 = ℎ(𝑊𝑓𝑎 𝑎𝑡−1 + 𝑊𝑓𝑥 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑓 (18), where h is the
nonlinear sigmoid activation function, 𝑎𝑡−1 is the activation of the memory unit from the
previous time step (calculated the same as in a RNN), 𝑊𝑓𝑎 is the weighted connection from the
memory unit activation to the forget gate, 𝑥𝑡 is the input vector from the input layer, 𝑊𝑓𝑥 is the
weighted connection from the input vector to the forget gate, and 𝑏𝑓 is the bias term. Use of the
sigmoid function ensures that the gate values are always 0 and 1, signifying removing and
retaining the memory cell values respectively. The next gate is the input gate, which determines
which values of the cell state will get updated with the following equation
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𝑖𝑡 = ℎ(𝑊𝑖𝑎 𝑎𝑡−1 + 𝑊𝑖𝑥 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑖 ) (19), where the input gate takes on the same form as the forget
gate with its own respective weighted connections and bias term. The new information values are
stored in the temporary memory cell vector given by the equation
𝐶̃𝑡 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑊𝐶 𝑎𝑡−1 + 𝑊𝐶𝑥 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝐶 ) (20), which takes on the same form as the previous gates.
The previously mentioned tanh function has a range of -1 and 1 and is used in place of the
sigmoid function to normalize the temporary memory cell values. A new cell state is created in
multiple operations by first deleting and then writing to the selected values to the cell state. This
operation is governed by the equation
𝐶𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−1 + 𝑖𝑡 ∗ 𝐶̃𝑡 (21), where 𝑓𝑡 is the forget gate vector, 𝑖𝑡 is the input gate vector, and
𝐶̃𝑡 is the temporary memory cell. The final gate, the output gate, decides which parts of the
memory cell will be outputted by the equation 𝑜𝑡 = ℎ(𝑊𝑜𝑎 𝑎𝑡−1 + 𝑊0𝑥 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑜 ) (22), where the
output gate takes on the same form as the other gates with its own respective weighted
connections and bias term. The output gate is then multiplied by the new cell state to create the
output vector given by 𝑎𝑡 = 𝑜𝑡 ∗ tanh(𝐶𝑡 ) (23), where 𝑜𝑡 is the output gate vector and Ct is the
memory cell vector. Through the use of the gates, the memory block is trained to store and
update information critical to learning long term dependencies. As previously seen in other
neural networks, LSTM networks are trained with gradient descent and the gradient is calculated
with BPTT [17].
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Chapter 3
Literature Review

3.1 Experimental Biological Lateral Line Studies
The mechanosensory lateral line system is found in all species of fish and in the absence
of vision or chemical sensing can be used to image the surrounding environment [14]. Many
experiments observing object detection in fish involve the blind Mexican cavefish (Astyanax
fasciatus) due to their highly sensitive lateral lines and inability to use visual sensing. These fish
are covered by a dense array of superficial neuromasts, and have longer cupulae closer to the free
stream flow surrounding the boundary layer [14]. Figure 5 shows the lateral line system of the
blind Mexican cavefish (Astyanax fasciatus). Large dots represent the pore entrances of the
lateral line canal and small dots represent the densely packed superficial neuromasts on the

Figure 5. Lateral line system of the blind cave fishReprinted from Figure 1a of Montgomery et. al.,
(2001) [14] with permission from Springer-Science
and Business Media.

Figure 6. Canal lateral line of the blind cave fishReprinted from Figure 1a of Montgomery et. al.,
(2001) [14] with permission from Springer-Science
and Business Media.
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exterior of the fish. Figure 6 provides a clearer view of the canal lateral line system on the head
of the fish. The canal neuromasts are located between pores in subdermal canals on the fish [14].
In active sensing, a fish gliding by an underwater object experiences pressure variations
on its body as a result of water disturbances from the presence of an object in the near vicinity
[13]. The blind cave fish has been shown to be able to discriminate between stationary openings
of varying shape and to discern bar spacing up to 1.5mm [13], [20]. By moving at a high velocity
to increase the stimulus amplitude, blind cavefish can also quickly detect enclosure boundaries
[22]. In passive sensing scenarios, a stationary fish identifies a stimulus by detecting the current
or distortions in ambient current generated by these sources. Goldfish can passively discriminate
the flow patterns caused by rods of varying geometry, shape, and speed [23]. Biological studies
exhibit the lateral line’s ability to detect, and classify objects for use in navigation in both active
and passive imaging scenarios.

3.2 Biomimetic Lateral Line Experiments
Applications of the biological lateral line to functions such as target tracking,
localization, classification, collision avoidance, and active flow manipulation have led
researchers to develop biomimetic sensors based on the structure of the lateral line. Fabricated
using micromachining, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) devices are on the order of
micrometers and have high spatial and temporal resolution [7], [24]. Artificial hair cell sensors
mimic the fundamental receptor of the superficial lateral line and consist of a cilium attached to a
neuron [23]. These sensors are ultra-sensitive to flow velocity and consist of a thin silicon
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cantilever attached to a vertical high-aspect SU-8 cilium [24], [25], [26]. The artificial hair cell
shown in Figure 7 has a cantilever beam with a piezoresistor attached on one end and a cilium on
the other end [24].

Figure 7. Artificial Hair Cell © 2007, IEEE Reprinted from Figure 2a of Chen et. al., [24].

Deflection of the cilium due to fluid flow in the direction of the on-axis creates a
bending moment on the base of the cantilever that can be measured with a piezoresistor [24]. A
Wheatstone bridge circuit can then be used to convert the resistance change into a voltage
variation to estimate the local fluid velocity [25]. Encapsulating artificial hair cells within a
domed, viscous-damped cupula results in a lower limit of flow detection, increases the range of
detection, and allows the artificial hair cell to endure high impact flow [27].
Artificial lateral lines (ALL) using an array of biomimetic neuromasts have been
developed to mimic the organization and functionality of its biological counterpart [28], [29]. To
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test the ability of the ALLs in a prey localization scenario, a sinusoidal vibrating sphere can be
used as a dipole source. The flow field generated by the tail motion of a small swimming fish can
be idealized as a dipolar flow field [30]. The resulting velocity amplitude distribution closely
matches the dipole flow analytical model and signal processing algorithms such as maximum
likelihood analysis and an adaptive beamforming technique based on Capon’s method have been
successfully used to localize the dipole source [28], [29]. Further experimentation, using the
flicking tail of a crayfish as a stimulus showed that adaptive beamforming techniques can
localize a real-world stimulus [29]. In addition to generating a dipole field, a swimming fish will
produce a turbulent wake, which can be modeled by the alternatively shed vortices of the
Karman street, which forms in nature in response to an obstruction in uniform flow. An ALL can
be used to locate the source of the wake and characterize its main features, the flow velocity and
vortex shedding frequency [28].

3.3 Bio-inspired lateral line experiments
Building on previous biomimetic sensors, a large segment of research focuses on the
functional benefits offered by robust bio-inspired ALLs that could be readily installed on
underwater vehicles. Recent MEMS sensors for flow sensing applications have used flexible
polymer membrane material deposited with a highly sensitive piezo resistor [31-33], [7].
Pressure from the fluid flow displaces the membrane causing a change in resistance that can be
converted into a voltage change using a Wheatstone bridge [31]. These pressure sensor arrays
can identify near-field flow patterns by detecting the corresponding pressure fields generated by
moving objects [31]. The device shown in Figure 8 consists of a liquid crystal polymer (LCP)
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flexible backing and LCP membranes deposited with gold piezoresistors [7]. Ten sensors make
up an array of overall dimension of 60mm x 25mm x 450 𝜇𝑚 [7]. Displacement of the LCP
membrane results in the transduction of pressure differences between the surrounding fluid and
an internal sensor cavity to a resistance change, which is converted to voltage through an
external Wheatstone bridge circuit [7].

Figure 8. Liquid crystal polymer flexible sensor arrayReprinted from Figure 1b of Kottapalli et. al, (2012) [7] with
permission from IOP Publishing.

In many passive sensing experiments, a mechanical stage has been used to tow an object
past a stationary linear pressure sensor array mounted on the wall of the container. The sensor
pressure response as a result of object-passes, exhibits an exponential rise ahead of the cylinder
followed by a return to hydrostatic pressure [31-35], [7]. Variance on the pressure trace occurs
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due to the unsteady nature of the wake. The peak of the pressure signal has been used to
determine the position of a moving object in steady flow conditions at various distances from the
array [7], [32]. Additionally, the time offsets of the peak waveforms were used by linear arrays
to determine an object’s velocity [7], [33]. Recent shape classification studies have used
vertically oriented cylinders moving at constant speed with parameters of varying size, velocity,
cross-section (round, square), and distance from the sensing array to obtain training data for
analyzation of the cylinder cross-section [34], [35]. The statistical procedure of principle
component analysis (PCA) compressed the data into a linear combination of components that
were used to classify each trial by cross-sectional shape [34], [35]. This model assumed that
variance in the data was due to cross-sectional shape not the unsteady wake, and required
normalization of the pressure traces to remove other parameters. Based on the importance of the
produced wake in identifying shape, Fernandez et al., suggested that shapes with similar flow
separation will be difficult to classify [34], [35].
ALL have been mounted on underwater vehicles in steady flow to measure their
performance. As a method of obstacle detection, Venturelli et. al., demonstrated the ability of
sensory arrays to detect Karman vortex streets and measure the dominant vortex shedding
frequency and traveling speed [36]. These measurements serve as the basis to classifying and
localizing different flow obstructions. Salumae et. al., used the pressure difference between
sensors on either side of a robot’s head as sensory feedback to orient robot in the direction of the
flow, simulating rheotaxis behavior [37]. Sensors used on moving vehicles faced decreasing
signal to noise ratios due to the unsteady relative motion between the vehicle and the water [32],
[37]. Yang et. al demonstrated that an artificial canal lateral line with surface pores can detect a
stimulus frequency and reject background noise due to turbulent flow while a superficial lateral
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line will become overwhelmed with noise and fail to detect the stimulus [38]. The artificial canal
lateral line shown in Figure 9, consists of biomimetic neuromasts similar to the artificial hair

Figure 9. Artificial lateral line canal. a- Biomimetic neuromasts, b-Lateral line canal, cCircuit Board. Reprinted from Yang et. al., (2011) [38] with permission from AIP
Publishing.

cells shown in Figure 7 mounted between pores which serve as the entry point for the canal [38].
The canal lateral line is believed to act as a biological filter in active sensing scenarios that filters
out noise due to the relative motion of the fish in the surrounding flow and maintains a high
signal to noise ratio [38].

3.4 Localization using a Neural Network
More recent experiments have utilized neural networks to extract a target’s location by
processing the signals obtained from an ALL [39-41]. The flow field disturbances created by the
target objects are generally complex and nonlinear [39]. Experimental trials have shown that
measured flow fields deviate from theoretical models due to non-ideal fluid behavior and
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interactions with experimental equipment (i.e., the sensor array and tank walls). Furthermore,
sensor outputs may differ due to imperfect fabrication or noise interference from the surrounding
flow [39], [40]. Neural networks are well-suited to this application because they are capable of
non-linear pattern recognition and accounting for variance due to noise [39-41]. Dipolar flow
fields were created vibrating spheres attached to mini shaker devices [39], [40]. As mentioned
above, previous studies have used vibrating spheres for localization experiments because the tailbeat of a small swimming can be approximated as a dipolar flow field fish [30]. Results from
the experiments show that neural networks can successfully localize a stationary dipole [39], [40]
and moving source [41] up to two body lengths away from the array. Increasing the size and
number of sensors on the ALL was found to decrease localization error [40], [41]. Abdulsadda et
al. found that increasing the amount of training data increased the accuracy of localization [39]
while the simulation performed by Boulogne found that the accuracy of localization increased
with increasing signal to noise ratio [41]. Both dipole localization studies used the signal
amplitude at the stimulus frequency, obtained through a fast Fourier transform, as the input to the
neural network to reduce the influence of measurement noise [40], [41]. It is believed that neural
networks best approximate the information processing performed by fish albeit with a much
smaller number of input sensors [39]. The experiments conducted using neural networks in
conjunction with ALLs prove that many types of neural networks can be trained to successfully
localize a target in non-ideal fluid conditions using flow sensors that closely mimic a real-world
scenario.
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3.5 Summary and Research Objectives
Prior research has led to the conclusion that 1) fish can detect, localize, and classify
objects and hydrodynamically image unfamiliar environments for navigation, 2) MEMS
fabrication technology can be used to create ultra-sensitive, biomimetic artificial hair cells and
artificial lateral lines, 3) signal processing and statistical algorithms can be used for localization
of a dipole, shape classification, and identification of flow properties, 4) recurrent neural
networks can be used for localization of dipole sources in non-ideal flow conditions. Currently,
the use of neural networks has been limited to localization of stationary dipoles and simulations
of moving objects. It has not been extended to classification problems or real-time tracking of a
moving object. Previous studies have shown that fluid models break down in the unsteady wake
region trailing a moving object and signal and statistical processing algorithms struggle to
compensate for noise contamination in the sensor output due to sensor fabrication, boundary
layer interference, or random fluid motion. A RNN can compensate for measurement noise to
extract important sensing information. An ALL integrated with a RNN for signal processing can
facilitate real-time decision-making by underwater vehicles and has the potential for accuracy in
varying fluid environments. In this study, we aim to use an ALL to capture the time dependent
local pressure field created by the hydrodynamic disturbances of a moving object. A LSTM
RNN will be used to process the sensor excitation profiles, to investigate a classification scheme
for the velocity, geometry and direction of moving objects, and to facilitate real-time tracking.
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Chapter 4
Methods and Materials

4.1 Pressure Sensor
The sensors used for this experiment are SingleTact capacitive miniature pressure
sensors. Shown in Figure 10, the sensors have three pins and are .35mm thick.

Figure 10. Pressure Sensor with pins from top to bottom (Ground, ground, and
output).

The sensor was first tested
in acrylic mineral oil and connected to the I2C board to integrate with
Figure 3. Designed circuit printed on heat transfer paperFigure 4. Pressure Sensor with
pins from top to bottom (Ground, ground, and output).

an Arduino Uno for data acquisition. The sensor was tested at various depths to determine the
system sensitivity to the hydrostatic pressure; after multiple tests it was determined that the
sensor output was not sensitive to hydrostatic pressure and the I2C board was determined to not
be compatible with a fluid environment. In response, a custom-built circuit
board was etched to integrate the sensor with an Arduino Uno. The circuit was
first drawn in AutoCAD to connect the individual sensor pins to wires leading
Figure 11.
Designed circuit
printed on heat
transfer paper

back to the Arduino. The circuit board was appropriately sized such that the
middle pin of the sensor was less than its corresponding pad. The 10 x10 mm
circuit was then laser printed onto heat transfer paper as shown in Figure 11.
The circuit was then transferred to a 10 x 10 mm copper PCB board using high
heat. Next, the PCP board was placed into a solution of ferric chloride acid for

Figure 12. Etched
Circuit Board

a subtractive etching process that was used to remove the top layer of copper
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that remained uncovered by the transferred ink. The results of the etching process are shown in
Figure 12 above. The top portion of the circuit was designated for the three connector wires that
were then soldered in place and the bottom portion of the circuit was reserved for the sensor pin
connections.
The sensing array is composed of a sensor mounted on a 30 x 80 x 5 mm Nylon plate. For
this experiment, only a single sensor was used. Future work detailed in the conclusion section
will use a larger sensor array. Sensor plates can be attached through the female and male
connectors located on the outer edge of the structure. The array structure was first designed in
Solidworks as shown in Figure 13a and then custom printed by 3D Hubs as shown in Figure 13b.
The circuit board was then placed in the cutout shown at the top of Figure 13b and the

Figure 13. Sensor Array. a- Solidworks model, b- 3D printed c- Sensor Assembly (Top View),
d- Sensor Assembly Bottom View

SingleTact sensor was placed overtop as shown in Figure 13c. A top cover was used to keep the
pins and connector wires in place as shown in Figure 13d. Continuity between the sensor pins
and corresponding connecting wires were checked using a Digital Multimeter. A tight fit
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between the sensor, top plate, and circuit board was achieved to prevent movement of the sensor
pins and to create a fluid seal. It is worth noting that the seal did not achieve perfect
waterproofing, which may allow oil to interact with the sensor and circuit board.

4.2 Capacitive Sensing
The Arduino Capacitive Sensing Library was used to measure the value of the capacitive
SingleTact sensor. A Fritzing diagram of the RC circuit is shown in Appendix A, where the
output pin of the sensor is attached to the sensing/discharge pin on the Arduino circuit and the
other two pins of the sensor are grounded. The system works by measuring the time constant of
the RC circuit, which corresponds to the time it takes to charge the capacitor to 63% of the
applied voltage. One pin on the Arduino (pin 2 in Appendix A) provides a charge to the circuit
containing an unknown capacitance. Another pin (pin 3 in Appendix A) is used to measure the
charge on the capacitive sensor and to detect when the pin reaches a threshold voltage; for the
Arduino, this threshold is approximately 2.5V [15]. The Arduino then reports the value of the
capacitive sensor in arbitrary units and the capacitor is discharged for repeated measurements. As
a consequence of the appearance of sensor reading fluctuations due to external capacitance or
human interference, background movement and noise were kept to a minimum to avoid biasing
results.
Resistance of the RC circuit was set at 38.8kohms. Increasing the value of resistance will
lead to a higher resolution but will increase the time constant resulting in delays in measurement.
Arduino code for capacitive sensing is shown in Appendix B, where the frequency is set at .2s or
5 Hz and a total of 104 measurements are taken over a 20.8 second interval. Polling techniques
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were used to confirm that measurements are being recorded at the designated frequency. A single
sample was taken for each measurement in order to limit the delay time in measuring and
recording the value of the capacitance.

4.3 Tank Setup

Experiments took place in a 29-gallon tank filled with mineral oil of dimension
30¼ x 12½ x 18¾ inches as shown in Figure
9 below. The sensing electrodes were placed
in close proximity to the embedded Arduino
system used to measure the capacitance. The
unshielded signal and ground wires produce
stray capacitance due to the small electric
charge build-up within the wire. Limiting the
total wire length, lowers the stray
Figure 14. Tank Setup

capacitance and increases the gain of the
system [15]. The SingleTact sensor was
attached to a suspended rod with the sensing
head at a distance of approximately 3 cm
below the water level as shown in Figure 15.
This distance was chosen to prevent the nonwatertight circuit board compartment from
exposure to fluid. Initial tests exhibited a

Figure 15. Sensor Setup
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large delay time for the capacitive sensor to return to steady state values after an
introduced disturbance.

4.4 Conducted Experiments
The hydrodynamic stimulus for the conducted experiments were stainless steel spherical
ball bearings as shown in Figure 16. The main parameter of interest during the conducted
experiments was the geometry of the stimulus.
Experiments performed by Vogel and
Bleckmann and Fernandez et. al., investigated
the ability of goldfish and an ALL respectively
to distinguish between cylinders of round and
Figure 16. Ball Bearings (shown L-R 2'' diameter, 1''
diameter)

circular cross sections towed past a stationary array [23], [34], [35]. To avoid maintaining the
orientation of the stimulus with respect to the stationary array as was needed for previous
experiments, we used spheres instead of cylinders. To verify the proof-of-concept for the
experimental setup, the diameter of the spheres was the only experimental variable, while all
conditions were held constant. Datasets were collected for stainless steel spheres of diameters of
1’’, 1.5’’, 2’’ and additional trials were run in steady state conditions without the introduction of
a stimulus. Distance from the sensor array was minimized to provide maximum pressure
readings for the trials. The spheres were held at a distance of approximately 1 inch from the
sensor array and 1 inch above the water level and centered on the sensing head. In this way, the
impact velocity of the stimulus was held constant. The Arduino capacitive sensing circuit
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acquired a baseline reading of the static pressure before drop tests were conducted. Use of an
LSTM network architecture allowed for the drop tests to commence at any point during the set
data acquisition period for the system. After completing each trial, the stimulus was retrieved and
a waiting period of 30 seconds was established to allow the system to recover to steady state and
vortices caused by the stimulus to recede. Table 1 below summarizes the test conditions used for
the conducted experiment. Each change in the stimulus geometry parameter facilitated 120 trials
to form the set of training data.
Table 1. Test Conditions

Trials

Sphere Diameter

Drop Height

Distance from

Conducted

(in)

(in)

sensor (in)

120

Label

Ambient Conditions

0

120

1

1

1

1

120

1.5

1

1

3

120

2

1

1

2

4.5 LSTM Network Architecture
Data for each trial was gathered in the Arduino Serial Monitor and then transferred to
Excel. During the experiments, four conditions were tested, which make up the four possible
classes used in this multiclass classification problem. The activation of the LSTM output unit is
interpreted as the probability that an input belongs to one of the given classes. Binary
classification problems can use the logistic sigmoid function as the activation function for the
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output unit [17]. In multiclass classification problems, the number of output units is equal to the
number of classes and the softmax function is used to obtain the class probabilities. The softmax
function given by the equation:
𝑝(𝐶𝑘 | 𝑥) = 𝑦𝑘 =

𝑒 𝑎𝑘
∑𝐾′ 𝑒 𝑎𝑘′
𝐾 =1

(24)

where 𝑝(𝐶𝑘 | 𝑥) is the probability distribution that input 𝑥 can be classified into class 𝐶𝑘 , and
𝑒 𝑎𝑘
∑𝐾′ 𝑒 𝑎𝑘′
𝐾 =1

describes the normalized exponential function of node activation 𝑎𝑘 . Normalization

takes the activations from the previous hidden layer nodes and transforms the activations into
values within an interval of 0-1, that add to 1 [17]. Under this scheme, in ideal conditions all
elements except the target class will be 0 [17]. For a four class problem, and a target class of 𝐶2 ,
the output of the softmax will be a vector of value (0,1,0,0) [17]. In the LSTM code shown in
Appendix C, data was labelled according to class 0-3 corresponding to the test conditions as
shown in Table 1 above. The data labels are then converted into a 1x4 vector, with a target class
of 0 corresponding to a vector of value (1,0,0,0). In the LSTM code, the softmax is the cost
function and the network predictions are compared to the labelled classes for each training
example. This comparison is a logical evaluation of whether the activations of the output units
from the softmax match the labelled data for each training example. Accuracy is the frequency of
correct predictions by the network given as a percentage. The accuracy metric is determined by
the total variation of the network predictions from the correct labels averaged over the number of
training examples [17].
The LSTM given in Appendix C is comprised of an input layer of 1 unit, 1 hidden layer
of a variable number of LSTM memory units, and an output layer of 4 units. Data was inputted
as a 480 x 100 vector from the 480 trials conducted each for 100 time steps. The batch size was
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permanently set to 480 so that every training example was used in each training iteration. Adam
Optimizer was used for gradient descent and convergence. The network weights must be
randomly initialized to small values for use in the gradient descent algorithm [17]. Initial weights
of the network are normalized with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 within a range of 1,1. All biases are initialized at values of .1. Due to the use of random weights, multiple training
iterations are needed to verify results and the significance of weight values [17]. The number of
training iterations was kept constant at 10,000 and the network weights were update after each
iteration. The training set consists of 480 trials with labelled classes corresponding to the
geometry tested. Initially, the Arduino acquired 104 data points; one for each time step, for a
total of 104 time steps. After reviewing the data in Excel plots, the first two and last two data
points were removed due to being extreme outliers in the general trend line for each trial.
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Chapter 5
Data Analysis

5.1 Outlier Analysis
The descriptive statistic, interquartile range (IQR), a measure of dataset variability, was used to
assess outliers in the acquired data set. In the IQR methodology, a dataset is arranged from least
to greatest values and divided into quartiles around the median value. The upper quartile, Q3, is
defined as the median of the data above the dataset median and the lower quartile Q1, is defined
as the median of the data below the dataset median [42]. IQR is defined as the difference
between the upper and lower quartiles, where outliers are determined based on the equations
Q1-1.5*IQR and Q3+1.5*IQR, where Q1 is the median of the lower quartile and Q3 is the
median of the upper quartile [42]. The entire 100 point sequence of data from each trial was
treated as a dataset for use with the IQR methodology. Using the above equations to calculate the

Figure 17. Percentage of outlier data points using the IQR method
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outlier bounds for each dataset or trial, the number of outliers was calculated at each time step
and given as a percentage of the 120 trials conducted for the 2 inch stimulus in Figure 17. The
time step during which the initial sphere drop occurred varied from trial to trial; at the earliest
this event took place around time step 5. Figure 17 shows that the most outliers occurred during
the first and last time steps when the sphere drop was not occurring. The higher percentage of
outlier points at these time steps are believed to be a consequence of sensor calibration. For this
reason, data from the first and last two time steps were removed from the dataset for all trials.

5.2 Sensor Reading Analysis

For this experiment, the sphere falling in the tank of mineral oil can be conceptualized as
laminar cross-flow. The higher kinematic viscosity of the mineral oil in the tank and the low
impact velocity of the sphere from the designated 1 inch drop height keep the Reynold’s number
in the laminar range. The maximum fluid pressure occurs at the stagnation point on the front
midplane of the sphere [12]. At this point, the velocity gradient increases while the pressure
gradient decreases until a separation point occurs where the fluid has insufficient momentum to
overcome the pressure gradient [12]. Flow at the back end of the falling sphere is characterized
by unsteady wake formation caused by boundary layer separation. Negative pressure gradients
over the surface result in pressure drag on the sphere, which becomes significant in the
Reynold’s range over which the experiment takes place [12].

Figure 18 shows a plot of the raw sensor readings at each of the 100 acquired data points
for trials using the 1 inch sphere as the stimulus. The sensor readings are displayed in arbitrary
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values of capacitance that drifted between trials. All of the drop test trials shown in Figure 18
were conducted back to back during a five minute window illustrating the phenomena of sensor
drift. A waiting period of 30 seconds after each trial was established to allow the system to return
to steady state ambient conditions. The data is not aligned due to the drop test taking place at
arbitrary time steps for each trial.

Figure 18. Sensor Reading over 100 Time Steps conducted with the 1'' sphere

At this time, it is unknown how much of the variance in the sensor readings can be due to
noise in the data acquisition or important information about the fluid dynamics of the system.
Features such as the initial drop or settling of the sphere at the bottom of the tank cannot be
attributed to specific time steps as these events varied from trial to trial. These features are
visible on individual trials shown above as an initial spike in the plot corresponds to the sphere
hitting the fluid and the steady reading drop can be attributed to negative relative pressure in the
wake of the sphere. While the drop test, takes 2-3 time steps in length there is a lengthy delay in
the sensor response. After a delay of approximately 50 time steps, the wake dissipates and the
sensor returns to steady state readings albeit with significant drift in the static pressure values.
More research is needed into the cause of variance between trials. While the unsteady wake
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vortices will vary between trials, a more precise drop test may reduce the amount of the noise in
the acquired dataset. To prepare the raw data for input into the LSTM, each data point was
normalized by the average capacitance value for each trial.

5.3 LSTM Supervised Learning Results
Data for each trial was acquired in the Arduino Serial Monitor and then transferred to
Excel. The geometry parameter was varied for four stimulus objects, which make up the four
possible classes used in this multiclass classification problem. The activation of the LSTM
output unit is interpreted as the probability distribution that an input belongs to one of the given
classes.
In the LSTM code shown in Appendix C, data was labelled according to class 0-3 corresponding
to the test conditions as shown in Table 1. The corresponding labels for each trial of training data
are a 1x4 vector, with a target class of 0 corresponding to a vector of value (1,0,0,0), and a target
class of 1 corresponding to a vector of value (0,1,0,0), etc. The network output predictions are
given by the activations of the output units transformed into a 1x4 vector. These output
predictions are then compared to the labelled training set to assess the accuracy of the network.
Accuracy is defined as the frequency of correct predictions by the network. The accuracy metric
is determined by the total variation of the network predictions from the correct labels for one
training iteration averaged over the number of training examples [17]. The LSTM given in
Appendix C is comprised of an input layer of 1 unit, 1 hidden layer of a variable number of
LSTM memory units, and an output layer of 4 units. Data was inputted as a 480 x 100 vector
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from the 480 trials conducted each for 100 time steps. Initial weights of the network are
normalized with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 within a range of -1,1. Due to the use
of random weights, multiple training iterations are needed to verify results and the significance
of weight values [17]. The number of training iterations was kept constant at 10,000 and the
network weights were updated after each iteration.
Figure 19 shows the results of the LSTM network architecture accuracy over a constant
10,000 training iterations. The only parameter that was varied during the simulations was the
number of units or neurons in the single hidden layer. Four simulations were run over a range of
hidden units from 10-100 as shown below.

Figure 19. Network Accuracy vs. Training Iterations for varying numbers of LSTM memory units in the
hidden layer
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As a maximum, a total of 100 hidden units or LSTM memory cells were chosen to match the 100
time steps of inputted data. In this way, the networked is unrolled with a single data point for
each trial being inputted at each time step or LSTM memory cell of the network. From the plot, it
can be seen that the accuracy varied significantly during each iteration as gradient descent was
performed to update the weights. The learning rate for the simulations was set at 1*10 -3 , which
was fairly high for the application. Future work will investigate the effect of learning rate on the
overall accuracy. The simulations demonstrate that an accuracy of .6, or 60% prediction rate can
be achieved with 10 hidden units. Use of 50 or more hidden units will likely lead to overfitting as
can seen by the high accuracy exhibited by these simulations. In particular, large accuracy
fluctuations can be seen at the end of the curves shown for 80 and 100 hidden units indicating
overfitting [17]. Overall, the classification scheme of the LSTM was successful in converting the
pressure distribution acting on the sensor array into a prediction of the stimulus. Thus this
suggests that important information about incoming objects can be encoded into their unique
wake patterns.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this study, we extracted information from the fluid flow found in the unsteady wake
patterns produced by an underwater stimulus to create a shape classification scheme
implemented by a LSTM network architecture. The stimulus produced a time-dependent pressure
distribution acting on the surface of the lateral line based sensing array that was measured with a
capacitive force sensor. The capacitive output of the sensor was determined by measuring the
time constant of an RC circuit powered by an Arduino. While variance in the data occurred due
to possible sources such as boundary layer interactions with the tank and experimental
equipment, imperfect sensor fabrication, external capacitance caused by movement, and sensor
drift, a LSTM was used to compensate for measurement noise and recognize long-term
dependencies in the sequential dataset. While previous studies had successfully localized dipole
sources in non-ideal flow using similar RNN architectures, the use of RNNs had not been
extended to shape classification problems. A single hidden layer LSTM network was
implemented to classify the geometry of the labelled dataset. Stainless steel spherical ball
bearings were used as the hydrodynamic stimulus for the array and sphere diameter was the main
parameter of interest for the four possible classes. The drop test was maintained at low height of
the surface of the fluid to keep the impact velocity and resultant wake shape to a minimum.
Distance from the sensor array was limited to maximize the relative pressure changes.
Simulations conducted on the training set displayed up to 100% accuracy when experimental
data was fed through the LSTM one time step or data point at a time such that the network had
100 hidden units. While the classification scheme, suggests that the LSTM network can
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recognize the stimulus sphere geometry, a set of test data will need to be created to verify the
results.
An AUV integrated with a ALL for obtaining a pressure distribution on the vehicle and a
LSTM for data processing could facilitate real-time collision avoidance, navigation assistance,
and object detection and classification. In future work, additional parameters such as velocity
and direction will be introduced to the classification scheme. A larger sensory array of 2-10
sensors based on the current design will facilitate real-time tracking and provide a closer
approximation to a sensory system that could be implemented on an underwater vehicle as was
done in previous studies [36], [37].
Future shape classification experiments using the linear stage will allow for a greater
range of geometry, velocity, and direction parameters to be tested. Its possible that the greater
wake patterns produced by objects towed from the linear stage will increase the sensing envelope
of the array as compared to the drop tests.
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Appendix A
Capacitive Force Sensor Circuit

Figure 20. Fritzing Diagram of Capacitive Force Sensor Circuit (Force Sensitive Resistor shown in place of
SingleTact Sensor- Ground pin represents two ground pins on Single Tact sensor)
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Appendix B
Capacitive Force Sensor Arduino Code
#include <CapacitiveSensor.h>
int sendPin=2;
int recievePin=3;
int samples=1;
unsigned long timeout_seconds=15;
float samplingFrequency_seconds=0.2;
CapacitiveSensor ForceSensor=CapacitiveSensor(sendPin,recievePin);
void setup()
{
unsigned long timeout_millis=timeout_seconds*1000;
ForceSensor.set_CS_Timeout_Millis(timeout_millis);

// set the timeout duration of the

sensor
ForceSensor.set_CS_AutocaL_Millis(0xFFFFFFFF);
// turn off sensor autocalibration
ForceSensor.reset_CS_AutoCal();
// calibrate the baseline sensor capacitance
Serial.begin(9600);
// Serial.print("Time\tForce\n----\t-----\n");
}
void loop()
{
int out_num = 0;
do{
long startTime=millis();
long sensedCapacitance=ForceSensor.capacitiveSensorRaw(samples);
sensed capacitance relative to the baseline
long sensedCapacitance_average=sensedCapacitance/samples;
int endTime=millis();
int elapsedTime=endTime-startTime;
if(millis()-startTime>samplingFrequency_seconds*1000) {
Serial.print("Wrong");
}
// Serial.print("\t");
Serial.print(sensedCapacitance_average);
Serial.print(",");
poll(startTime,samplingFrequency_seconds);
out_num++;
}
while(out_num<104);

// record the total
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Serial.print("\n");
while(1);
}
void poll(int startTime, float samplingFrequency_seconds)
{
int dt;
int samplingFrequency_millis=samplingFrequency_seconds*1000;
do
{
dt=millis()-startTime;
}
while(dt<samplingFrequency_millis);
}
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Appendix C
LSTM Code
Code was modified from code provided at the following github link
https://github.com/MorvanZhou/tutorials/blob/master/tensorflowTUT/tf20_RNN2/full_code.py
import tensorflow as tf
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
tf.reset_default_graph()
df=pd.read_csv('C:/Users/Ryan/Documents/datainput.csv',usecols = [*range(1, 101)],skiprows =
[0],header=None)
d = df.values
l = pd.read_csv('C:/Users/Ryan/Documents/datainput.csv',usecols = [0],skiprows =
[0],header=None)
labels = l.values
labels_vec = np.zeros([480,4])
for i in range (len(labels)):
if labels[i] == 0:
labels_vec[i,:] = [1,0,0,0]
elif labels[i] ==1:
labels_vec[i,:] = [0,1,0,0]
elif labels[i] ==2:
labels_vec[i,:] = [0,0,1,0]
elif labels[i] ==3:
labels_vec[i,:] = [0,0,0,1]

# hyperparameters
n_hidden_units = 10 # neurons in hidden layer
learning_rate = 0.001
training_iters = 10000
n_classes = 4
# classes
n_steps = 100
n_inputs = 1
batch_size = 480
# tf Graph input
x = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, n_steps, n_inputs])
y = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, n_classes])
# Define weights
weights = {
# (28, 128)
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'in': tf.Variable(tf.random_normal([n_inputs, n_hidden_units])),
# (128, 10)
'out': tf.Variable(tf.random_normal([n_hidden_units, n_classes]))
}
biases = {
# (128, )
'in': tf.Variable(tf.constant(0.1, shape=[n_hidden_units, ])),
# (10, )
'out': tf.Variable(tf.constant(0.1, shape=[n_classes, ]))
}
def RNN(X, weights, biases):
# transpose the inputs shape from
# X ==> (128 batch * 28 steps, 28 inputs)
X = tf.reshape(X, [-1, n_inputs])
# into hidden
# X_in = (128 batch * 28 steps, 128 hidden)
X_in = tf.matmul(X, weights['in']) + biases['in']
# X_in ==> (128 batch, 28 steps, 128 hidden)
X_in = tf.reshape(X_in, [-1, n_steps, n_hidden_units])
# basic LSTM Cell.
if int((tf.__version__).split('.')[1]) < 12 and int((tf.__version__).split('.')[0]) < 1:
cell = tf.nn.rnn_cell.BasicLSTMCell(n_hidden_units, forget_bias=1.0, state_is_tuple=True)
else:
cell = tf.contrib.rnn.BasicLSTMCell(n_hidden_units)
# lstm cell is divided into two parts (c_state, h_state)
init_state = cell.zero_state(batch_size, dtype=tf.float32)
outputs, final_state = tf.nn.dynamic_rnn(cell, X_in, initial_state=init_state, time_major=False)
# results = tf.matmul(final_state[1], weights['out']) + biases['out']
if int((tf.__version__).split('.')[1]) < 12 and int((tf.__version__).split('.')[0]) < 1:
outputs = tf.unpack(tf.transpose(outputs, [1, 0, 2])) # states is the last outputs
else:
outputs = tf.unstack(tf.transpose(outputs, [1,0,2]))
results = tf.matmul(outputs[-1], weights['out']) + biases['out'] # shape = (128, 10)
return results
pred = RNN(x, weights, biases)
cost = tf.reduce_mean(tf.nn.softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits(logits=pred, labels=y))
train_op = tf.train.AdamOptimizer(learning_rate).minimize(cost)
correct_pred = tf.equal(tf.argmax(pred, 1), tf.argmax(y, 1))
accuracy = tf.reduce_mean(tf.cast(correct_pred, tf.float32))
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with tf.Session() as sess:
if int((tf.__version__).split('.')[1]) < 12 and int((tf.__version__).split('.')[0]) < 1:
init = tf.initialize_all_variables()
else:
init = tf.global_variables_initializer()
sess.run(init)
step = 0
while step < training_iters:
x_res = d.reshape([batch_size, n_steps, n_inputs])
y_res = labels_vec.reshape([batch_size, n_classes])
sess.run([train_op], feed_dict={
x: x_res,
y: y_res,
})
if step % 20 == 0:
print(sess.run(accuracy, feed_dict={
x: x_res,
y: y_res,
}))
step += 1
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